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Yap, the island of large stone money

Yap has a t wo-level money system: Stone monies are used for
ceremonial and social exchanges, and cowrie shells were used
for daily transactions. While the stones are still used as in the
past, US dollars, the official currency of the State of
Micronesia, have replaced the cowries as transactional money.

Fetching the Stones

The value of the stone monies were related to the difficulty in fetching
them from the island of Palau more than 300 km away. Travel was
done in small outrigger boats, as the ones shown here. New stones are
no longer fetched, making the stone money base fixed.

Gift exchanges are the origin of money

In modern Western culture, gift giving is often associated with Christmas.

When gift exchanges evolve into repeated social events, it often
lead to the establishment of socio-ceremonial money, which
culturally predates pure transaction money. The t wo-level existence
of money within a culture is a common development and can be
found in most societies, even in modern Canadian society.
Gift exchanges were first comprehensively analyzed by French sociologist Marcel Mauss in “The Gift” (1925).

Varieties of commodity monies

A Hamar girl in Southwestern Ethiopia with an ornamental cowrie necklace.

Most known objects that function, or functioned, as commodity
monies also have ornamental use, one case is cowrie shell money.
Thus, in many cultures we can assume the sequence: durable
ornamental objects - gift monies - transactional monies.

Cowrie shells, widely used a media of exchange

Cowrie money found in the Wei Valley, the politico-cultural centre of Eastern Zhou, c.850bc

Cowrie, or shell money, have been widely used in all continents,
with the notable exception of Europe. In Eastern North America,
shells were weaved into wampum belts that functioned as socioceremonial money. It appears that transactional money did not
develop before under colonialist influence in colonial times.

The chinese character for mai3 ‘to
buy’ is a pictogram of a cowrie under
a net, representing a buyer bringing
a net with cowries to a market.

For mai4* ‘to sell’, the ‘to buy’
character has added the pictogram
for ‘to go out’, a foot coming out of an
enclosure. This depicts a seller leaving
the market with a net of cowries.

Cowries were used as money in ancient China. While this is now long ago,
their ancient use is still reflected in the written language where many
pictorial characters relating to trade and money contain a cowrie as an
element. Bet ween 600bc - 200bc copper coins slowly replaced cowries,
apparently because of cut off of supply routes from south-east China.
*The t wo words have the same pronunciation, but with different tones. Joined together, mai3mai4, they become a new
word meaning trade or business.

Chinese bronze monies
Warring
States
knife money
(own
collection)

‘Knife’ bronze coins circulated 600 - 200 bc

A bronze coin from Chu
in the shape of a cowrie.
Some believe that these
are the olde st bronze
coins, which we re
adopted when supplies of
cowries began to
dwindle.

Han Dynasty
copper (own
collection)

The Chinese bronze cash were used in an essentially
unchanged form from the Han dynasty (200 bc) to
the fall of the Imperial government in 1911.

Cultures using cowrie monies can still be found.

A woman in East New Britain stringing shell flakes together, thus creating money.

In the PNG province of East New Britain the custom is to grind
shells into flakes and put them on strings, the length of the
strings determining the value. Strings of shell money is legal
tender and can be exchanged in banks for PNG bank notes.

The Kula Ring

The area of the Kula Ring. Kula means "you go" in Kiriwianan

Among a group of Melanesian islands, a cyclic exchange system
sends to t wo type of high value objects in gift exchange circulation.
Soulava necklaces pass clockwise, and mwali armbands counter
clockwise through the ring. The Kula Ring is still active today.

Tobrianders wearing soulava necklaces

Kula can only be possessed for a short time, items must be passed on in
the ring. However, memories and stories of possession of famous kula
that has passed around many times increase its symbolic value. Being
owned by famous men in the past bestow status on current holders.

Tobrianders wearing mwali armbands

Successful men have kula partners for life, some close by, but the
most important far away. Men do not personally meet all the
others in their specific cycle. It takes t wo to ten years for a kula
object to make the circuit. A possible interpretation of the Kula
Ring is that it is a peace keeper.

A visiting headman and his party bearing a soulava necklace on a
pole, presenting it to a local headman in front of his house.

Modern social-ceremonial monies

Bottles of wine are a modern commodity with considerable use as
gift money. Within some social groups, when people visit friends
they will bring a bottle of wine along. When the friends return the
visit they in turn bring their own reciprocal gift of a bottle of wine,
a typical ceremonial gift exchange confirming friendship.

Social norms limit range of reciprocality
In gift exchanges, the range of reciprocality of gifts is typically
governed by strong social norms. If such norms are transgressed,
the social effect of the gift can go into reverse.
If, for instance, a $20 wine is reciprocated by, say, a $100 grand
cru, which in the neoclassical universe of pure economism would be
welcomed, in a gift exchange it will be seen as arrogant show off.
Or even worse, if a comparable amount of money is offered, it will
be considered absurd and insulting. If that were to occur, it would
contradict the social goal of the gift. Thus, the other wise standard
medium of exchange, cash money, cannot substitute for a medium
of exchange used in gift relations, such as gift money of wine
bottles.*

* Modern gift exchanges are further analyzed in “The End of Rational Economics”, Ch. 4, “The Social Embedment of
Exchange”. see: attac-ontario.org

Marcel Mauss

Bronislaw Malinowski in Trobriand (now Kiriwina)

Mauss realized that the gift, ‘taonga’, is not an inactive thing for
the Maori. Instead, the gift is an active spirit, ‘hau’, passing
bet ween people. To give a gift to someone is to give a part of one’s
self or one’s spirit. The spirit stays with the gift, which is why the
recipient feels obligated to reciprocate. However, when discharging
an obligation s/he needs not return a comparable thing; rather, s/
he feels obligated to reciprocate the spirit. When reciprocated, hau,
the spirit of the gift, keeps people together.
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